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Two-Point Correlation Function

For a two-dimensional field T(n)

Ylm(n) are the spherical  harmonics defined in terms of the associated Legendre function

Angular two-point correlation function is

The power spectrum is defined as



Arguments of lack of large angular correlationsArguments of lack of large angular correlations
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Arguments:Arguments:

• Cut-sky       on the angular scale greater
than 60 degree is much lower than that of
full-sky, but very close to the pseudo-
results.

• Most of the large angular correlations in
reconstructed maps are inside the masked
sky.



Question the arguments:Question the arguments:

• Is the pseudo-     estimator optimal, if not,
what is the optimal estimator for     ?

• Is the reconstruction method optimal?
What is the situation of the angular
correlation function     if we use the
optimal estimator for the      ?
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Smoothing the whole-skySmoothing the whole-sky







KQ75 and KQ85 masksKQ75 and KQ85 masks
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Reconstruction methods---C MatrixReconstruction methods---C Matrix



Reconstruction methods---C MatrixReconstruction methods---C Matrix

The summation runs over the contribution from other The summation runs over the contribution from other multipolemultipole
coefficients that are not included in a vector.coefficients that are not included in a vector.

Whole-sky              reconstruction matrix     cut-sky









Results forResults for



Results forResults for

C Matrix reconstruction is stable to different reconstruction
scale



Compare with full-sky ILC mapsCompare with full-sky ILC maps



Conclusion:Conclusion:
1.Pseudo       estimator Sub-optimal estimator

2. Full-sky reconstruction

 by C Matrix

Optimal reconstruction
method, stable for
different galactic cuts and
truncation scales.

3. Comparing the ILC full-
sky, cut-sky, and C Matrix
reconstruction Results

C Matrix reconstruction is
consistent with ILC full-
sky estimation.



Thank you.
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Results forResults for
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• 2. Full-sky reconstruction by Noise Matrix
••

Amplify the galactic
structure if       is large,
but consistent with ILC
results if             .


